Illinois man arrested for missing UI books

Elderly man,

The This article talks about the university library, where a large number of books went missing from the Illinois State University. The university's security forces are investigating the matter. The article also mentions that the books were likely stolen from the University of Illinois libraries.

Governors endorse Carter for re-election

The article talks about the endorsement of several governors for President Jimmy Carter. The governors are expected to release a statement endorsing Carter in the re-election campaign. The endorsement is expected to be strong and is likely to help Carter in the upcoming election.

Carter to reassess energy, domestic issues

The article talks about President Carter's decision to reassess his staff in the face of numerous public opinion polls showing that Carter's popularity is declining. The article notes that Carter may replace inexperienced people in his administration with longstanding members of his team.

CAMBUS changes fall routes to decrease fuel consumption

The article talks about the changes to the CAMBUS routes. The changes are designed to decrease fuel consumption and improve fuel efficiency. The article notes that the changes will be implemented gradually and will be announced in advance.

Weather

The article talks about the weather conditions in Iowa City, where it is expected to be sunny and warm. The article also mentions that there is a chance of thunderstorms.

No fish

The article talks about the lack of fish in the Iowa River. The article notes that this is likely due to the water quality issues in the river. The article also mentions that the Iowa River is an important source of water for the region.

Postmaster denies leave to breast-feed

The article talks about the case of a postmaster who was denied leave to breast-feed her baby. The article notes that this is a controversial issue and that there are mixed opinions on the matter. The article also mentions that the postmaster is expected to seek legal advice.
Briefly

Sky lab is getting closer

WASHINGTON (UPI) — America's earth-orbiting satellite, Skylab, is ready to take off on its second mission to explore the moon and the sun, the latest in a series of space campaigns.

"It's coming down," a NASA spokesman said in referring to the Skylab mission, which is due to be launched on July 14.

Skylab, launched on April 6, is expected to complete its mission by December, the spokesman said.

Judges rule against SPl in libel case

By TOM DRURY

A federal judge ruled against the New York Times in a libel case involving the state's attorney general.

The ruling was handed down by Judge Jack B. Weinstein in a New York court.

Weinstein said the Times had failed to prove that the attorney general had defamed the newspaper in a series of articles.

The attorney general had sued the Times for libel in 1979, accusing the newspaper of inaccurately reporting his actions.

Skylab is expected to return to Earth in December, the spokesman said.

Sandinistas say no to U.S. peace plan

A Nicaragua government spokesman said Wednesday that the country would not agree to a U.S.-sponsored peace plan for Central America.

"We are not interested in a peace plan that would undermine our sovereignty," the spokesman said.

The spokesman added that the Sandinista government would only agree to a plan that respected its national interests.

Boat people arrive in California

A total of 200 boat people arrived at a California port on Wednesday.

The boat people, who had been traveling in overcrowded vessels from Thailand and Malaysia, were welcomed by local authorities.

"We are grateful for the assistance we received," one of the boat people said.

The boat people were scheduled to arrive at a nearby harbor, where they would be processed by immigration officials.

"We will do everything in our power to ensure their safety," a government official said.

The ruling was handed down by Judge Jack B. Weinstein in a New York court.

Weinstein said the Times had failed to prove that the attorney general had defamed the newspaper in a series of articles.

The attorney general had sued the Times for libel in 1979, accusing the newspaper of inaccurately reporting his actions.

The boat people were scheduled to arrive at a nearby harbor, where they would be processed by immigration officials.

"We will do everything in our power to ensure their safety," a government official said.

But the ruling was overturned by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

"We are grateful for the assistance we received," one of the boat people said.

The boat people were scheduled to arrive at a nearby harbor, where they would be processed by immigration officials.

"We will do everything in our power to ensure their safety," a government official said.

Skylab is expected to return to Earth in December, the spokesman said.
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Son of = Sandinista leader says

"I am a Sandinista," the son of the late Sandinista leader said Wednesday.

"I am proud of my father's legacy," the son said.

The spokesman added that the Sandinista government would only agree to a plan that respected its national interests.
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"We will do everything in our power to ensure their safety," a government official said.
Increase in hospital walkaways due to boredom, better weather

BY KEVIN SMITH

Boredom, disorientation, and especially increased leisure time are factors that have led to more hospital walkaways in Johnson County, according to law enforcement officers.

The Iowa City police recorded four walkaways for June, compared to none in the previous months of July, when the number was even higher. Police said they have not reported any incidents in July.

Hospital walkaways are more common for the older, temporary disappearance of convalescent patients from Iowa City hospitals, officers added. To explain the recent increase, Iowa City police spokespersons said, "The patients are not being taken away, but they are leaving the hospital on their own accord."

POLICE SPOKESPERSON of the Iowa walkaways were from Veterans Administration hospital and one from the UI Psychiatric Hospital.

"The two men in the vehicle were arrested," said Highway patrol officials said. "The vehicle was reported stolen, but the men were not stopped."

Hughes, 23, of Coralville was arrested and charged with second-degree assault, assault early Sunday morning near Iowa Avenue near the Maidrite at 3 a.m. He was released on bond as a condition in either locked or open treatment, according to police. "He is a patient at the hospital."

"Over the past few days, we have had a significant increase in walkaways," said Assistant to the Police Chief Ken Durbin. "At this time, those who are walking away from the hospital are not in any immediate danger of harm."

Police said they are working with the hospital staff to improve security measures. "We want to make sure that patients are safe and secure," said Durbin.

"We are trying to increase security measures, but that is not the only solution," said Hughes. "We need people to participate in safety measures and be aware of their surroundings."

Hughes is a patient who was walking away from the hospital. "I was tired of being in the hospital," he said. "I just wanted to make it home."

"We are working with the hospital staff to improve security measures," said Hughes. "We want to make sure that patients are safe and secure."
Carter and energy: The rest is silence

The biggest energy news last week was that Jimmy Carter didn't get energy news last week. The story was that Carter simply didn't get any energy news. Carter is in his element in a crisis, and the energy crisis was a crisis for which he was best prepared. So it was a crisis for which he could not have been better prepared, and he handled it with great skill.

However, the fault here lies not entirely with the Congress. The story was that Carter didn't get any energy news. He was simply not listening. The Congress was trying to tell him about the energy crisis, but he didn't hear them. He was too busy with other things.

The biggest energy news last week was that Jimmy Carter didn't get any energy news. He was simply not listening. The Congress was trying to tell him about the energy crisis, but he didn't hear them. He was too busy with other things.

We can see why this is true. The energy crisis was a crisis for which Carter was not prepared, and he didn't handle it well. He was thinking about other things.

The biggest energy news last week was that Jimmy Carter didn't get any energy news. He was simply not listening. The Congress was trying to tell him about the energy crisis, but he didn't hear them. He was too busy with other things.
Gas retailers form new lobby; to ask 30 percent price hike

CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — A political action committee was formed recently by a group of New Hampshire fishing dealers and a similar lobbying effort is under way in Maine, according to the Connecticut Fishermen's Association, which claims the new organization will help protect the traditional Maine lobster fishery and the state's economic interests.

The CFA, which represents more than 1,500 members in 25 states, has been working closely with state and local government officials to develop a coordinated approach to addressing the challenges faced by the industry.

According to the CFA, the new organization is designed to provide a forum for discussing and developing strategies to address the challenges faced by the industry, including issues related to overfishing, illegal fishing, and environmental impacts.

The CFA is also working to promote the economic benefits of the industry, including job creation and economic growth, and is seeking to raise awareness of the importance of sustainable fishing practices.

The CFA states that the new organization will be a powerful tool for addressing these issues and working to ensure a sustainable future for the industry.

The CFA hopes that by working together, the industry can develop more effective strategies to address these challenges and promote the long-term health of the industry.

The CFA encourages all members of the industry to become involved in this new organization and to help shape its future.

The CFA can be contacted at 1-800-222-5555. The website for the CFA is www.ctfishermen.com.
Summer Theater students learn to create plays

By AUDREY GREEN

The first two weeks of the summer theater program at the University of Iowa are designed to introduce students to the basics of theater production. The program is open to high school students who have an interest in acting, directing, or technical theater. The program is led by professional theater artists and includes workshops in acting, stagecraft, and stage management.

The program begins with an intensive three-week workshop that focuses on improvisation and physical movement. Students are divided into small groups and are taught how to use their bodies to convey emotions and ideas. They are also taught how to use their voices to create believable characters and actions. The workshop culminates in a performance that is open to the public.

After the workshop, students are divided into smaller groups based on their interests and abilities. They then spend the remainder of the summer working on their individual projects. These projects can range from simple one-act plays to complex full-length productions. They are encouraged to explore their own creative ideas and to work with their peers to develop their projects.

The program is designed to be inclusive, and students of all levels are welcome. The program is open to students of all ages, and there are no prerequisites necessary. The program is free of charge, and all interested students are encouraged to apply.

The deadline for applications is May 15. More information can be found on the University of Iowa Department of Theater Arts website.
U.S. swimmers dominate Games

EAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (Oct. 1) — Claudia Woodhead became a two-time gold medalist in the 1956 Australian Olympic Games, but the Australian swimmer's 200-meter freestyle gold medal was a distant memory as she dominated the 100-meter freestyle in the 1956 Australian Olympic Games. The 100-meter freestyle was Woodhead's second gold medal of the tournament and she broke the world record in the event.

Woodhead picked up another gold medal in the 100-meter backstroke, finishing second to Australia's Mary Lunn. Woodhead's gold medal was the first for an Australian swimmer in the 100-meter freestyle since 1948.

Bobby Knight strikes again

EAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (Oct. 1) — United States men's basketball coach Bobby Knight had a number of success stories at the 1956 Australian Olympic Games. Knight's coaching ability was on display as he guided his team to victory in the 1956 Australian Olympic Games. Knight's team defeated the Australian team twice, 91-85 and 94-83, to secure the gold medal.

Knight's coaching strategy was to focus on defense, which led to the team's success. The United States team allowed only 60 points in the two games, while scoring 125 points.

Nelson claims playoff, Western Open title


The victory was Nelson's first Major Championship win. Nelson's previous Major win came at the 1956 United States Open, where he won by a record 10-stroke margin.

The Daily Iowan

EARN $350 PER WEEK

The Daily Iowan is a student-written newspaper that celebrates the diversity of the Iowa City community. We cover local news, sports, and events, and we are always looking for new writers to join our team.

SALES OPPORTUNITY

We are currently seeking a Sales Intern to assist with our advertising sales efforts. This is a great opportunity for anyone interested in the field of sales and advertising. If you are interested, please contact us at sales@dailyiowan.com.

GOOD THINGS TO EAT

WANTED TO BUY

We are looking for a new home for our vintage 1956 Buick Skylark. If you are interested, please contact us at info@dailyiowan.com.

AUTOS DOMESTIC

DI CLASSIFIED AD BLANK

Write the following using the first word blank.

The Daily iowan — a local, student-written newspaper celebrating local events and culture. Join us as we celebrate the diversity of Iowa City. Contact us at sales@dailyiowan.com for more information.
World's GOTCHA COVERED!
Shop World and you'll see - you're SURROUNDED with Super Deals on Super Stereo Equipment!

$268 $188 $397

PIONEER SX-780 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER 45 WATTS PER CHANNEL
Reg. $425

PIONEER CT-990 CASSETTE DECK
Reg. $575

PIONEER VR-2 AUDIO RACK
Walnut finish audio equipment rack with 2 stationary shelves, one variable height shelf and record holder at bottom, holds equipment up to 20" wide.
Reg. $60

Dishwasher with D-3 fluid
Clean and lubricate your records in one operation.
Reg. $15 OR D3 Fluid 10 Cc. Bottle
Reg. $16.00

$199

AKAI AM-2600 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
Reg. $399.95

Exclusive two stage complementary OCL circuitry for 60 watts per channel continuous output with no more than 0.5% THD. - Low and high level inputs, high and low frequency filters, 2 tape inputs, 2 photo inputs and 2 speaker systems with built in relay. - A great start to a 1st. class system.

TDK SA-C90 90 MINUTE CASSETTE TAPES 10 or More
1 - 9 $3.39 Each
Reg. $3.69 ea.

$99

JBL L19 2 WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM
Hand rubbed walnut with beveled grille Professional broadcast monitoring and engineering quality for your home - designed down for your budget!
Reg. $173 ea.

$38

Koss Pro/44A STEREOPHONES
Dynamic sound clarity with exclusive Phasemate ear cushions for hours of easy listening.
Reg. $65

* Limited Quantities
* 90 Days Same As Cash
* Prices Good While Supplies Last
* World Radio Arranged Financing

Prices Good thru Saturday - Closed Sunday

PIONEER TP-161 61/2" DOOR MOUNT SPEAKERS
Reg. $74.95

$49.95

1/4 Off

Mar咽喉 AXM/FM MINI CASSETTE
Reg. $19.95

$79.95

Save $40.00

Compact design for easy installation, reliable performance with 20 watts total output power.

JENSEN 9728 DUAL CONE SPEAKER KIT
Reg. $59.95

$26.88

Two 8 X 8 speakers for big sound - dual cone design, rugged construction, 80 watt peak power handling.

Call your major credit card - Visa, Master Charge or American Express
Open Thursday til 9

FOR SAVINGS, SERVICE, FINANCING AND BUYER PROTECTION - SEE WORLD RADIO!